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preface
9582… is a figure which fell in 
our mailbox today. BBT has now 
been listed on place 9582 in the 
top 10.000 of the most important 
companies in Belgium. A purpose 
of which we dreamt since a long 
time. The only reason why we are 
here is you, our customers! First 
I’d like to start this newsletter 
with a triple word of thanks. Thank 
you for the confidence, even if it 
hasn’t been always that easy, 
thank you for the understanding 
if something went wrong and 
thank you for the loyalty, which 
we receive as a supplier. Three 
considerable reasons, which 
are very important in building 

up a good customer/supplier 
relationship. And to complete 
our New Year’s greetings, I’d 
like to promise herewith that 
this is for us the best motivation 
to do it even better next year. 
A better service, better stocks, 
better prices. We will work hard 
here at BBT to make of 2008 a 
capital year with the best wishes 
for a good health, much luck 
and an excellent business. Best 
wishes belong to the New Year 
newsletter, off course!

Bob

BBT and the world
The world goes on, even if we 
don’t have yet a government 
since more than six months. What 
does it matter to the world? Even 
the world economy seems to slow 
down a bit. The credit malaise 
in America takes its toll. A part 
from the rate of the dollar, it 
hasn’t much influence for the 
time being. The exchange rate 
of the dollar is obviously quite 

important. Due to its fall we’ve 
been able to maintain some 
prices, whereas our suppliers 
increased some of their prices. On 
the other side we’ve even tried 
to decrease some prices. Let’s 
hope that everything stays steady, 
there is no better market than a 
stable one. Definitely not in our 
hobby sector.

Inside BBT
2007 has been a very turbulent 
year inside BBT. It’s good to 
observe that we are working again 
with a super motivated team. Even 
next year there is a considerable 
expansion coming. Additional 
tours throughout Europe, further 

expansion and improvement of 
our warehouse, an administrative 
reinforcement… more news in the 
next newsletter.

new products

christmas drink @ BBT
#0438-65 Door stop Type 2, ‘68-’77

0438-65

This door stop is for Type 2, ’68-77 (ch. 
219 000 001 till 217 2137 042 inclusive). This 
important part is originally available and of 
excellent quality. In case this door stop is broken, 
it can provoke serious damage to the door when 
she’s flying open. Sold per piece and 
stock already available.

#0493-9 Fuel sender, Type 2, 02/’73-07/’79

This fuel sender for type 1 is used from 02/1973 (ch. 213 2138901) till 
07/1979. Sold per piece and stock already available.

0493-9

#0523-100 Emergency brake handle, 
   Type 2, ‘68-’79 / original

An emergency brake handle 
is used frequently and 
therefore it may have an 
outworn look. Now we have 
the handle in our program 
originally from Volkswagen and it 
is used for type 2, 1968-1979. Sold 
per piece and stock already available.

0523-100
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new products
#0603-20 Screw headlight ring ,-’67
#0603-21 Spacer/headlight ring screw , -’67

This screw and spacer come under the headlight ring to fix 
the headlight. As from now we can deliver them separately 
and you can provide the original headlights eventually with 
new screws. Sold per piece. 
Stock already available.

#0616-70 Turn signal lense left, T2, 08/’72-07/’79, orange
#0616-71 turn signal lense right, T2, 08/’72-07/’79,  
      orange
#0616-72 Turn signal lense left, T2, 08/’72-07/’79, white
#0616-73 turn signal lense right, T2, 08/’72-07/’79, white

These turn signal lenses are original from Volkswagen and have the E-
testing. They fit perfectly and are of excellent quality. Sold per piece 
and stock already available.

0616-700616-71

0616-73 0616-72

#0616-75 Turn signal housing left, T2, 08/’72-07/’79
#0616-76 Turn signal housing right, T2, 08/’72-07/’79

Apart from the turn signal lenses, we have yet also the turn signal 
housing for Type 2, 08/’72-07/’79 in stock. The housing is often not 
replaced, because there is less abrasion on it, but it’s still important 
that the lamp holder is in a good state to avoid problems with the 
electricity. Here too we’ve chosen for the best thing available on the 
market and that’s Volkswagen original. Sold per piece per side with 
seal. Stock already available.

0616-75

0616-76

#0681-5 Relay 6V, 30A (with 15A fuse)

This universal relay connection can serve with 6 Volt 
and can switch till 30A. It might be handy to relieve 
the switches if some new heavy users are installed 
on a 6 Volt car. The advantage of this relay is that 
it’s provided with a fuse, so that not too many wires 
have to go over the fuse box. 
Sold per piece and stock already available.

#0687-23 Interior light, Type 2, 08/’75-07/1992

This interior light is for type 2 
from 08/1975 till 07/1992. They 
are from Volkswagen do Brasil 
and the quality/fit is excellent. 
You’ve just got to use a wider plug 
with these lights than with the original 
German interior lights. Anyway we find it just 
a negligible problem in order not to take them 
into stock. 
Sold per piece without the tubular lamp and stock is already 
available.

0687-23
0681-5

#0700-2 Seal body to chassis, 
 Type 1 / Original VW

This seal comes between the body 
and the chassis and is original from 
Volkswagen. It’s ready for assembly, 
i.d. it has been cut on the exact 
lengths and has the exact incisions to 
cover round the bends and corners. 
As they are VW original, the quality is 
excellent. They are sold per set for 1 car 
and the stock is already available.

0700-2

#0705-181 Front hood seal, Type 181

This front hood seal is used on Type 181 and is 
as original and therefore of perfect quality. 
They are sold per length of 4.50 meter, 
which is more than sufficient for 1 car. Stock 

already available.

#0890-25 Cargofloor sidedoor latch plate, Type 2, -’67

This lock catch is in fact the plate which is welded on the 
threshold, where the bars of the lock enter when closing 
the side doors of a bus -67. This plate must be put 
over when replacing the threshold and/or 
floors, sometimes is it used and it is in 
fact a thorn in someone’s side during 
restoration. Now we sell this plate separa te l y 
and you don’t have the recover the old used plate. 
This original part has a perfect fit. Sold per piece and 
stock is already available.

0890-25

#1257-25 Brake fluid reservoir, Type 2, with Servo

This brake fluid reservoir is assembled on the master cylinder and can 
be used on all type 2 vehicles, which are equipped with a Servo. So 
they fit only on the BBT 1205-1. They are original and therefore of 
excellent quality. Sold per piece and stock is already available.

0705-181

1257-25
#1337-001 Seal for king and link pin, Type 2, -’67

These seals are often worn out and formerly you 
had to buy a complete link pin set to get these 
seals. Now we sell them separately. You need 
6 per side for all the type 2 till 1967. Sold per 
piece and stock is already available.

1337-001
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#1254-01 Brakeline kit Type 1, -’57 / original
#1254-02 Brakeline kit s/c T1, ‘58-, original
#1254-03 Brakeline kit T1 d/c swing, original
#1254-04 Brakeline kit T1 d/c IRS, original
#1254-05 Brakeline kit 1302/03, -74, disc, original
#1254-06 Brakeline kit 1303, ‘74-, disc, original
#1254-07 Brakeline kit 1302/03, -’74,drum/original
#1254-08 Brakeline kit 1303, ‘74-, drum/original
#1254-20 Brakeline kit, T2, -03/55, original
#1254-21 Brakeline kit T2, 03/’55 - ch.04/’56 
   original (till ch.170.000)
#1254-22 Brakeline kit T2 04/’56 - 08/’63, 
   original (from ch.170.001)
#1254-23 Brakeline kit s/c, T2 09/’63 - 08/’66, original
#1254-24 Brake ine kit d/c T2, 09/’66 - 08/’67, original

These metal brake line sets are made to measure, they are of German 
top quality and have therefore the correct measures the car needs. 
We have taken this program in stock to replace in the course of time 
our universal kits. Our universal kits can’t fit for 100 % for each 
vehicle. 
Sold per set for 1 car and stock is already available.

new products
#1373-20 Seals suspension arms (4), T2 -’67, original VW

These seals come between the suspension 
arm and the stock front axle with Type 2 
till 1967. It is an important part on the 
front axle, which was still missing in 
our program. If these seals are missing, 
dirt will get into the bearings with all its 
consequences. They’ll keep also the grease 
in the front axle. With these original seals 
you can restore even better. Sold per 4 
for 1 front axle. 
Stock already available. 1373-20

#1456-010 Cover for rubber on rear sway bar (#1456-002)

This cover comes at the outside of the rubber 
(# 1456-002) on the rear sway bar. When 
replacing the seals it is important that 
this cover is still in good condition, so 
that the rubber can do it’s work and 
that no dirt/humidity will get to 
the rubber. It will ameliorate the 
lifespan. It’s original and sold 
per piece. 
Stock is already available.

1456-010

#1594-12 Starter bushing, 12 Volt

This bushing comes in the casing of the gear box and 
is for the 12 Volt starters. If this starter bushing is 
no longer good, the conduction of the starter shaft/
pinion won’t go smoothly and will cause problems when 
starting. Quite some customers often replace only the starter and 
not the bushing, which causes needless charges. When replacing the 
starter we recommend to replace also the starter bushing. It won’t 
harm to replace it in time if you’d like to avoid further charges. Sold 
per piece and stock is already available.

1594-12
#1605-025-100 Main bearings 30HP 0.25mm/1.00mm case
#1605-025-100-1 Main bearings 30HP 
  0.25mm/1.00mm case -1mm
#1605-050-100 Main bearings 30HP 0.50mm/1.00mm case
#1605-050-100-1 Main bearings 30HP 
  0.50mm/1.00mm case -1mm

As a result of the many request to 
enlarge our program of the 30 H.P. 
bearings, we sell now also the over-
size cases till 1.00mm and thrust 
bearings -1mm. Now our program goes 
farther than originally and we hope 
to save many more cases from 
the scrap heap. Sold per set for 
1 engine and stock is already 
available.

#1646-1 Spacer camshaft gear on crankshaft

This spacer comes on the crankshaft and 
between the camshaft gear and the delco-
pignon axle for std engines. With this ring 
you can assemble now the crankshaft with all 
new parts and our program is now much more 
complete. It’s original Volkswagen. Sold per 
piece and stock is already available.

1646-1

#1849-5 Oil filler nut

Normally on this nut nothing can get to it, if 
you use the correct tools to disassemble (BBT # 
1109). Although this nut is sometimes so stuck 
that your damage them when unscrewing and they have 
to be replaced. We have them now originally from Volkswagen in our 
program. They are used on all engines without fixed dynamo support. 
Sold per piece and stock is already available.

#2461-20 Washer bottle Type 2, 1968-, kit 12Volt

This washer bottle for Type 2, 1968- is a set with an electrical pump 
of 12 V. Originally we work with air pressure, but as it’s difficult to 
use and to keep on pressure of the bottle, we have it yet with an 
electrical pump. The set contains everything for the assembly (bottle, 
tubes, switch, electrical wiring). Sold per set and already some in 
stock.

2461-20 #2675-10 Dash top padded section, T2, ‘68-’79, black
#2675-11 Dash top padded section, T2, ‘68-’79, grey

This padded section comes on top of the dashboard with Buses from 
’68 till ’79. Because it gets a lot of sunshine, it will discolour and get 
hot and so it’ll burst. It would be nice if you could replace them with 
a new original one. It is available in black and grey. Sold per piece and 
already some in stock.

2675-10

2675-11

1849-5
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#2675-22 Metal dashtop with holes, T2, ‘73-’79, grey
#2675-23 Metal dash top without holes, T2, ‘73-’79, grey

This metal dash top comes above the dashboard, normally nothing can 
get to this metal piece, but sometimes it has been damaged during 
the course of time by the previous owners, who have assembled 
something on it or bored a hole for a larger box etc. This is the 
perfect part to replace the damaged or rusty top. We have them with 
holes and without holes, that is the one with holes in the middle for 
the ventilation and the one without holes in the middle where no 
ventilation is foreseen. Both are original and of excellent quality. Sold 
per piece and some are already in stock.

new products

2675-22

2675-23

#2940-100 Repair kit for ragtop sunroof, T1, ‘56-’63

We get more and more demands 
after this kit to restore the 
ragtop, so that it’ll work 
smoothly. This kit contains 6 
large rolls, 4 small rolls, 6 
rivets, enough to adjust the 
conduction. 
Sold per set for 1 car, already 
some in stock. 2940-100

#7459 Taillight seal Type 2, ‘55-’61 (per piece)

This rear taillight seal is for buses from 1955 till 
1961 (Ch.351 736 > 802 985). Like all seals from 
these years, they are rarely good to use. Now 
you can replace them by ours. Left and right 
are the same. 
Sold per piece and stock is already available.

7459

#7570-050 Lower bracket w/roller sliding door, 
   Type 2, -’79 (right)   

This bracket comes under the sliding door 
and is important for a good functioning of 

the sliding door of type 2 till 1979 inclusive. There 
is a roller assembled on this support. If this roller is 

broken, the sliding door won’t function smoothly. They are 
original from Volkswagen and the quality is therefore 

excellent. They are only for right sliding doors. Sold 
per piece and stock is already available.

#9003 Front windshield 1303 Conv., Green

This front windshield is for a 1303 convertible and is tinted in green. 
Sold per piece and stock is already available

9300

no longer available

Price modifications are indicated on the 
pricelist itself!

0100
0691-7474
1608-025
1611-050-18

1949
2036
2180-3
2180-4

2555
2764

1259: Use #1254-05 or #1254-06
1259-01: Use #1254-07 or #1254-08
1267: Use #1254-01, #1254-02 or 1254-03
1268: Use #1254-03 or #1254-04

2675-23


